Statistical techniques for evaluating the diagnostic utility of laboratory tests.
Clinical laboratory data is used to help classify patients into diagnostic disease categories so that appropriate therapy may be implemented and prognosis estimated. Unfortunately, the process of correctly classifying patients with respect to disease status is often difficult. Patients may have several concurrent disease processes and the clinical signs and symptoms of many diseases lack specificity. In addition, results of laboratory tests and other diagnostic procedures from healthy and diseased individuals often overlap. Finally, advances in computer technology and laboratory automation have resulted in an extraordinary increase in the amount of information produced by the clinical laboratory; information which must be correctly evaluated and acted upon so that appropriate treatment and additional testing, if necessary, can be implemented. Clinical informatics refers to a broad array of statistical methods used for the evaluation and management of diagnostic information necessary for appropriate patient care. Within the realm of clinical chemistry, clinical informatics may be used to indicate the acquisition, evaluation, representation and interpretation of clinical chemistry data. This review discusses some of the techniques that should be used for the evaluation of the diagnostic utility of clinical laboratory data. The major topics to be covered include probabilistic approaches to data evaluation, and information theory. The latter topic will be discussed in some detail because it introduces important concepts useful in providing for cost-effective, quality patient care. In addition, an example illustrating how the informational value of diagnostic tests can be determined is shown.